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Life Of Pi By Yann Martel
Whether we're together or apart, there's plenty to be thankful for this Thanksgiving! Learning the importance of thankfulness is as easy as
1-2-3 with this sweet board book that fosters social emotional development. One little thank you can go a long, long way. Two strong arms to
hug somebody tight. Three cheers for friends and everything they do. Learn your 123s while discovering the value of celebrating gratitude
with this irresistibly illustrated board book that's perfect for Thanksgiving and all year round! Learn to love and love to learn! Complete the
series with ABCs of Kindness and Happiness is a Rainbow!
The story of a boy, a boat, and a tiger promises an adventure which some may find hard to believe. However, with the Bookclub-in-a-Box
discussion companion to Yann Martel's novel, Life of Pi, readers begin to consider how to believe the unbelievable. While Yann Martel takes
readers on a voyage of discovery, Bookclub-in-a-Box interprets his exploration: can miracles exist? what is the power of faith? what
guarantees successful survival? Let Bookclub-in-a-Box take readers into Pi's mind, the influences in his life, his physical struggle to survive at
sea and his spiritual struggle to understand his own faith and his place in the world. There are a great many deep concepts to reflect upon in
this small fictional narrative, and Bookclub-in-a-Box presents them for thoughtful consideration.
Betrayed by his lover's husband, Max Schmidt, the son of a furrier, escapes from the Nazi authorities in his native Germany and boards a
ship bound for Brazil, but when the ship sinks, he is stranded in a lifeboat with only a hungry jaguar for company. Reprint.
The New York Times bestselling author of the Goosebumps and Fear Street series delivers a terrifying horror novel for adults centered on a
town in the grip of a sinister revolt. After travel writer Lea Sutter barely survives a merciless hurricane on a tiny island off the South Carolina
coast, she impulsively brings two orphaned twin boys home with her to Long Island. Samuel and Daniel seem amiable and intensely grateful
at first, but no one in Lea’s family anticipates the twins’ true evil nature—or predicts that within a few weeks’ time her husband, a
controversial child psychologist, will be implicated in two brutal murders. “The horror is grisly” (Associated Press) in legendary author R.L.
Stine’s “creepy, fun read” (Library Journal)—an homage to the millions of adult fans who grew up reading his classic series and a must-read
for every fan of deviously inventive chillers.
Argues that the key to business success is to use one's knowledge, network, and compassion to support colleagues and encourage their
growth, offering tips on using books to learn as much as possible, developing a meaningful network of contacts, and becoming a more loving,
compassionate, and fulfilled individual. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Trivia-on-Book: Life of Pi by Yann Martel Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a time of fun! Yann Martel takes
readers on an incredible journey with Life of Pi. With the crisis surrounding India, Santosh and Gita Patel decided to leave India and move to
Canada with their sons. First, they have to sell the animals, and the few remaining animals they have to take with them on a freighter and
cross the ocean to reach their destination. A huge storm sinks the ship while it was sailing the Mariana's trench leaving only one human
survivor, Pi Patel. Pi is not alone at sea when the Bengal tiger, Richard Parker also sought refuge in the lifeboat. Both Pi and the tiger have to
survive months at sea and also establish trust with each other. You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the
book, but not be a fan. You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz
on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the challenge
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yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to Life of Pi by Yann Martel
that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: * 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and author *
Insightful commentary to answer every question * Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group * Results provided with
scores to determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!!
Written in the 1830s and early 1840s, these comic stories tackle life behind the cold and elegant facade of the Imperial capital from the
viewpoints of various characters, such as a collegiate assessor who one day finds that his nose has detached itself from his face and risen
the ranks to become a state councillor ('The Nose'), a painter and a lieutenant whose romantic pursuits meet with contrasting degrees of
success ('Nevsky Prospect') and a lowly civil servant whose existence desperately unravels when he loses his prized new coat ('The
Overcoat').Also including the 'Diary of Madman', these Petersburg Tales paint a critical yet hilarious portrait of a city riddled with pomposity
and self-importance, masterfully juxtaposing nineteenth-century realism with madcap surrealism, and combining absurdist farce with biting
satire.
Trivia-on-Book: Life of Pi: A Novel by Yann Martel Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a time of fun! Yann
Martel takes readers on an incredible journey with Life of Pi. With the crisis surrounding India, Santosh and Gita Patel decided to leave India
and move to Canada with their sons. First, they have to sell the animals, and the few remaining animals they have to take with them on a
freighter and cross the ocean to reach their destination. A huge storm sinks the ship while it was sailing the Mariana's trench leaving only one
human survivor, Pi Patel. Pi is not alone at sea when the Bengal tiger, Richard Parker also sought refuge in the lifeboat. Both Pi and the tiger
have to survive months at sea and also establish trust with each other. You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have
liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated
trivia quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the
challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to Life of Pi by Yann
Martel that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and
author • Insightful commentary to answer every question • Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group • Results
provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!

From the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature, here is the universally acclaimed novel—winner of the Booker Prize and
the basis for an award-winning film. This is Kazuo Ishiguro's profoundly compelling portrait of Stevens, the perfect butler,
and of his fading, insular world in post-World War II England. Stevens, at the end of three decades of service at
Darlington Hall, spending a day on a country drive, embarks as well on a journey through the past in an effort to reassure
himself that he has served humanity by serving the "great gentleman," Lord Darlington. But lurking in his memory are
doubts about the true nature of Lord Darlington's "greatness," and much graver doubts about the nature of his own life.
“I know you’re very busy, Mr. Harper. We’re all busy. But every person has a space next to where they sleep, whether a
patch of pavement or a fine bedside table. In that space, at night, a book can glow. And in those moments of docile
wakefulness, when we begin to let go of the day, then is the perfect time to pick up a book and be someone else,
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somewhere else, for a few minutes, a few pages, before we fall asleep.” From the author of Life of Pi comes a literary
correspondence — recommendations to Canada’s Prime Minister of great short books that will inspire and delight book
lovers and book club readers across our nation. Every two weeks since April 16th, 2007, Yann Martel has mailed
Stephen Harper a book along with a letter. These insightful, provocative letters detailing what he hopes the Prime
Minister may take from the books — by such writers as Jane Austen, Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Stephen Galloway —
are collected here together. The one-sided correspondence (Mr. Harper’s office has only replied once) becomes a
meditation on reading and writing and the necessity to allow ourselves to expand stillness in our lives, even if we’re not
head of government.
After the tragic sinking of a cargo ship, one solitary lifeboat remains bobbing on the wild, blue Pacific. The only survivors
from the wreck are a sixteen-year-old boy named Pi, a hyena, a zebra with a broken leg, a female orang-utan - and a
450-pound Royal Bengal tiger. Since it was first published in 2002, Life of Pi has entered mainstream consciousness and
remains one of the most extraordinary works of fiction in recent years. In October 2005 Canongate launched a
competition with The Times to find an artist to illustrate Yann Martel's international bestseller. Soon the competition
expanded as the Globe and Mail and The Age newspapers also launched a search in Canada and Australia. From
thousands of entries, Croatian artist Tomislav Torjanac was chosen as the illustrator for this new edition of Life of Pi. Now
readers can enjoy this extraordinary tale with his glorious colour illustrations.
Look out of the window. See a bird. Enjoy it. Congratulations. You are now a bad birdwatcher. Anyone who has ever
gazed up at the sky or stared out of the window knows something about birds. In this funny, inspiring, eye-opening book,
Simon Barnes paints a riveting picture of how bird-watching has framed his life and can help us all to a better
understanding of our place on this planet. How to be a bad birdwatcher shows why birdwatching is not the preserve of
twitchers, but one of the simplest, cheapest and most rewarding pastimes around.
“Will the tiger be menacing; will the ocean be threatening; will the island be something out of Frankenstein or will it be an
Eden?”—Yann Martel Life of Pi, first published in 2002, became an international bestseller and remains one of the most
extraordinary and popular works of contemporary fiction. In 2005 an international competition was held to find the perfect
artist to illustrate Yann Martel’s Man Booker Prize–winning novel. From thousands of entrants, Croatian artist Tomislav
Torjanac was chosen. This lavishly produced edition features forty of Torjanac’s beautiful four-color illustrations, bringing
Life of Pi to splendid, eye-popping life. Tomislav Torjanac says of his illustrations: “My vision of the illustrated edition of
Life of Pi is based on paintings from a first person’s perspective—Pi’s perspective. The interpretation of what Pi sees is
intermeshed with what he feels and it is shown through [the] use of colors, perspective, symbols, hand gestures, etc.”
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A modern-day Orlando -- edgy, funny and startlingly honest -- Self is the fictional autobiography of a young writer and
traveller who finds his gender changed overnight.
The 3-D motion picture version of Yann Martel's Man Booker Prize-winning bestseller Life of Pi is the most ambitious film
project to date from Academy Award-winning director Ang Lee (Brokeback Mountain; Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon).
The Making of Life of Pi: A Film, A Journey is a beautifully illustrated, graphically compelling, behind-the-scenes look at
the creation of a film that is destined to be a classic. Written by John Christophe-Castelli, with a foreword by Yann Martel
and an introduction by Ang Lee, The Making of Life of Pi is a must-have volume for every true film buff, offering
entertaining text and breathtaking visuals, while providing a fascinating close-up look at the unique approach to
filmmaking of one of today's most influential directors.
Life of PiLife of PiVintage Canada
"This is not another book on green issues to make you feel guilty. There is hope. God can take your small and
insignificant efforts and multiply them in his great plan. Besides honouring Him, living simply can be an exciting
adventure."--BOOK JACKET.
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a young castaway who faces immeasurable
hardships on the high seas, and a meditation on religion, faith, art and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the
threads of all of our best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious spiritual adventure that makes us question what it
means to be alive, and to believe.
The son of a zookeeper, Pi Patel has an encyclopedic knowledge of animal behavior and a fervent love of stories. When
Pi is sixteen, his family emigrates from India to North America aboard a Japanese cargo ship, along with their zoo
animals bound for new homes. The ship sinks. Pi finds himself alone in a lifeboat, his only companions a hyena, an
orangutan, a wounded zebra, and Richard Parker, a 450-pound Bengal tiger. Soon the tiger has dispatched all but Pi,
whose fear, knowledge, and cunning allow him to coexist with Richard Parker for 227 days while lost at sea. When they
finally reach the coast of Mexico, Richard Parker flees to the jungle, never to be seen again. The Japanese authorities
who interrogate Pi refuse to believe his story and press him to tell them "the truth." After hours of coercion, Pi tells a
second story, a story much less fantastical, much more conventional--but is it more true?
Focusing on the psychological motives behind Paul's life, the author shows how the apostle invented Christianity through
his proselytizing, his teachings, and his negotiating the perilous political currents of the Roman Empire
** NOW A MAJOR NEW BBC TV SERIES - this edition contains an exclusive Q&A with lead actor Paterson Joseph**
'The Noughts & Crosses series are still my favourite books of all time and showed me just how amazing story-telling
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could be' - Stormzy 'Stop it! You're all behaving like animals! Worse than animals - like blankers!' Sephy is a Cross: darkskinned and beautiful, she lives a life of privilege and power. But she's lonely, and burns with injustice at the world she
sees around her. Callum is a nought: pale-skinned and poor, he's considered to be less than nothing - a blanker, there to
serve Crosses - but he dreams of a better life. They've been friends since they were children, and they both know that's
as far as it can ever go. Noughts and Crosses are fated to be bitter enemies - love is out of the question. Then - in spite
of a world that is fiercely against them - these star-crossed lovers choose each other. But this is love story that will lead
both of them into terrible danger . . . and which will have shocking repercussions for generations to come. Voted as one
of the UK's best-loved books, Malorie Blackman's Noughts & Crosses is a seminal piece of YA fiction; a true modern
classic. 'Unforgettable' Guardian 'The most original book I've ever read' Benjamin Zephaniah
Discover the beginnings of the Quantum Evolution with The House of Styx, the start of a groundbreaking new series set
250 years before The Quantum Magician. Life can exist anywhere. And anywhere there is life, there is home. In the
swirling clouds of Venus, the families of la colonie live on floating plant-like trawlers, salvaging what they can in the fierce
acid rain and crackling storms. Outside is dangerous, but humankind’s hold on the planet is fragile and they spend most
of their days simply surviving. But Venus carries its own secrets, too. In the depths, there is a wind that shouldn’t exist.
And the House of Styx wants to harness it. “Künsken’s vivid worldbuilding is a knockout…This is a must-read” –
Publishers Weekly, starred review “An audacious con job, scintillating future technology, and meditations on the nature
of fractured humanity” - Yoon Ha Lee on The Quantum Magician “Technology changes us—even our bodies—in
fundamental ways, and Künsken handles this wonderfully” - Cixin Liu on The Quantum Magician “Künsken has a
wonderfully ingenious imagination.” – Adam Roberts, Locus
Offers Williams' adaptation of a late nineteenth-century drama about an actress' rejection of the advances of a
melancholy, lovesick young man
Hunter S. Thompson was so outside the box, a new word was invented just to define him: Gonzo. He was a journalist
who mocked all the rules, a hell-bent fellow who loved to stomp on his own accelerator, the writer every other writer tried
to imitate. In these brutally candid and very funny interviews that range across his fabled career, Thompson reveals
himself as mad for politics, which he thought was both the source of the country’s despair and, just maybe, the answer to
it. At a moment when politics is once again roiling America, we need Thompson’s guts and wild wisdom more than ever.
Did you know US President Barack Obama wrote a personal note to Martel that stated "My daughter and I just finished reading Life of Pi
together, both of us agreed we prefer the story with animals. It is a lovely book - an elegant proof of God, and the power of storytelling. Thank
you."? Or, did you know Life of Pi was released in Canada on September 11, 2001, the day of the 911 attack? What are the amazingly true
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facts behind Life of Pi by Yann Martel? Do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love? If you've enjoyed the book, then this
will be a must read delight for you! Collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book & author that are fun, down-to-earth,
and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book! Tips & Tricks to Enhance Reading Experience • Enter
"G Whiz" after your favorite title to see if publication exists! ie) Harry Potter G Whiz • Enter "G Whiz 101" to search for entire catalogue! • If
not found, request to have your choice created by using form on our website! • Combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons! • And,
write a review when you're done to hop on the list of contributors! “Get ready for fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true facts that keeps you
learning as you read through the book” - G Whiz DISCLAIMER: Although the Author and Publisher strived to be accurate and verify all
contributions by readers, due to the nature of research this publication should not be deemed as an authoritative source and no content
should be used for citation purposes. All facts come with source URLS for further reading. This publication is meant for entertainment
purposes to provide the best collection of facts possible. Refined and tested for quality, we provide a 100% satisfaction guarantee or your
money back.
Born in Taiwan, Ang Lee is one of cinema's most versatile and daring directors. His ability to cut across cultural, national, and sexual
boundaries has given him recognition in all corners of the world, the ability to work with complete artistic freedom whether inside or outside of
Hollywood, and two Academy Awards for Best Director. He has won astounding critical acclaim for Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000),
which transformed the status of martial arts films across the globe, Brokeback Mountain (2005), which challenged the reception and
presentation of homosexuality in mainstream cinema, and Life of Pi (2012), Lee's first use of groundbreaking 3D technology and his first foray
into complex spiritual themes. In this volume, the only full-length study of Lee's work, Whitney Crothers Dilley analyzes all of his career to
date: Lee's early Chinese trilogy films (including The Wedding Banquet, 1993, and Eat Drink Man Woman, 1994), period drama (Sense and
Sensibility, 1995), martial arts (Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, 2000), blockbusters (Hulk, 2003), and intimate portraits of wartime
psychology, from the Confederate side of the Civil War (Ride with the Devil, 1999) to Japanese-occupied Shanghai (Lust/Caution, 2007).
Dilley examines Lee's favored themes such as father/son relationships and intergenerational conflict in The Ice Storm (1997) and Taking
Woodstock (2009). By looking at the beginnings of Lee's career, Dilley positions the filmmaker's work within the roots of the Taiwan New
Cinema movement, as well as the larger context of world cinema. Using suggestive readings of both gender and identity, this new study not
only provides a valuable academic resource but also an enjoyable read that uncovers the enormous appeal of this acclaimed director.
Four short works by the author of Life of Pi includes the title novella, "The Time I Heard the Private Donald J. Rankin String Concerto with
One Discordant Violin, by the American composer John Morton," "Manners of Dying," and "The Challenges of Science." Reprint.
It ain't over... Life is always hectic for P.I. (and novice witch), Jill Gooder. Murder, theft and a missing cat, she can take in her stride, but a
date with detective, Jack Maxwell? That's a whole different ball game. ...til the custard creams have all gone.
The definitive collection of literary essays by The New Yorker’s award-winning longtime book critic Ever since the publication of his first
essay collection, The Broken Estate, in 1999, James Wood has been widely regarded as a leading literary critic of the English-speaking
world. His essays on canonical writers (Gustav Flaubert, Herman Melville), recent legends (Don DeLillo, Marilynne Robinson) and significant
contemporaries (Zadie Smith, Elena Ferrante) have established a standard for informed and incisive appreciation, composed in a distinctive
literary style all their own. Together, Wood’s essays, and his bestselling How Fiction Works, share an abiding preoccupation with how fiction
tells its own truths, and with the vocation of the writer in a world haunted by the absence of God. In Serious Noticing, Wood collects his best
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essays from two decades of his career, supplementing earlier work with autobiographical reflections from his book The Nearest Thing to Life
and recent essays from The New Yorker on young writers of extraordinary promise. The result is an essential guide to literature in the new
millennium.
This is a simple and powerful tale of the effects of the Mau Mau war on individuals and families in Kenya.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling novels The Handmaid’s Tale—now an Emmy Award-winning Hulu original series—and
Alias Grace, now a Netflix original series. Part detective novel, part psychological thriller, Surfacing is the story of a talented woman artist who
goes in search of her missing father on a remote island in northern Quebec. Setting out with her lover and another young couple, she soon
finds herself captivated by the isolated setting, where a marriage begins to fall apart, violence and death lurk just beneath the surface, and
sex becomes a catalyst for conflict and dangerous choices. Surfacing is a work permeated with an aura of suspense, complex with layered
meanings, and written in brilliant, diamond-sharp prose. Here is a rich mine of ideas from an extraordinary writer about contemporary life and
nature, families and marriage, and about women fragmented...and becoming whole.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Fifteen years after The Life of Pi, Yann Martel is taking us on another long journey. Fans of his Man
Booker Prize–winning novel will recognize familiar themes from that seafaring phenomenon, but the itinerary in this imaginative new book is
entirely fresh. . . . Martel’s writing has never been more charming.”—Ron Charles, The Washington Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR In Lisbon in 1904, a young man named Tomás discovers an old journal. It hints at the existence of an
extraordinary artifact that—if he can find it—would redefine history. Traveling in one of Europe’s earliest automobiles, he sets out in search of
this strange treasure. Thirty-five years later, a Portuguese pathologist devoted to the murder mysteries of Agatha Christie finds himself at the
center of a mystery of his own and drawn into the consequences of Tomás’s quest. Fifty years on, a Canadian senator takes refuge in his
ancestral village in northern Portugal, grieving the loss of his beloved wife. But he arrives with an unusual companion: a chimpanzee. And
there the century-old quest will come to an unexpected conclusion. The High Mountains of Portugal—part quest, part ghost story, part
contemporary fable—offers a haunting exploration of great love and great loss. Filled with tenderness, humor, and endless surprise, it takes
the reader on a road trip through Portugal in the last century—and through the human soul. Praise for The High Mountains of Portugal “Just
as ambitious, just as clever, just as existential and spiritual [as Life of Pi] . . . a book that rewards your attention . . . an excellent book club
choice.”—San Francisco Chronicle “There’s no denying the simple pleasures to be had in The High Mountains of Portugal.”—Chicago
Tribune “Charming . . . Most Martellian is the boundless capacity for parable. . . . Martel knows his strengths: passages about the
chimpanzee and his owner brim irresistibly with affection and attentiveness.”—The New Yorker “A rich and rewarding experience . . . [Martel]
spins his magic thread of hope and despair, comedy and pathos.”—USA Today “I took away indelible images from High Mountains,
enchanting and disturbing at the same time. . . . As whimsical as Martel’s magic realism can be, grief informs every step of the book’s three
journeys. In the course of the novel we burrow ever further into the heart of an ape, pure and threatening at once, our precursor,
ourselves.”—NPR “Refreshing, surprising and filled with sparkling moments of humor and insight.”—The Dallas Morning News “We’re
fortunate to have brilliant writers using their fiction to meditate on a paradox we need urgently to consider—the unbridgeable gap and the
unbreakable bond between human and animal, our impossible self-alienation from our world.”—Ursula K. Le Guin, The Guardian “[Martel
packs] his inventive novel with beguiling ideas. What connects an inept curator to a haunted pathologist to a smitten politician across more
than seventy-five years is the author’s ability to conjure up something uncanny at the end.”—The Boston Globe “A fine home, and story, in
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which to find oneself.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune

*** WINNER OF THE CWA SAPERE BOOKS HISTORICAL DAGGER 2021 *** 'The leading character is the deftly drawn
Persis Wadia, the country's first female detective. She's a wonderful creation and this is a hugely enjoyable book' ANN
CLEEVES 'This is historical crime fiction at its best - a compelling mix of social insight and complex plotting with a
thoroughly engaging heroine. A highly promising new series'Mail on Sunday Bombay, New Year's Eve, 1949 As India
celebrates the arrival of a momentous new decade, Inspector Persis Wadia stands vigil in the basement of Malabar
House, home to the city's most unwanted unit of police officers. Six months after joining the force she remains India's first
female police detective, mistrusted, sidelined and now consigned to the midnight shift. And so, when the phone rings to
report the murder of prominent English diplomat Sir James Herriot, the country's most sensational case falls into her lap.
As 1950 dawns and India prepares to become the world's largest republic, Persis, accompanied by Scotland Yard
criminalist Archie Blackfinch, finds herself investigating a case that is becoming more political by the second. Navigating
a country and society in turmoil, Persis, smart, stubborn and untested in the crucible of male hostility that surrounds her,
must find a way to solve the murder - whatever the cost.
Can a young baseball star maintain his love of the game after the loss of his brother? Find out in this start to the Home
Team series about a small town with high hopes, from New York Times bestselling author and sportswriting legend Mike
Lupica. Jack Callahan is the star of his baseball team and seventh grade is supposed to be his year. Undefeated season.
Records shattered. Little League World Series. The works. That is, until he up and quits. Jack’s best friend Gus can’t
understand how Jack could leave a game that means more to them than anything else. But Jack is done. It’s a year of
change. Jack’s brother has passed away, and though his family and friends and the whole town of Walton thinks
baseball is just the thing he needs to move on, Jack feels it’s anything but. In comes Cassie Bennett, star softball player,
and the only person who seems to think Jack shouldn’t play if he doesn’t want to. As Jack and Cassie’s friendship
deepens, their circle expands to include Teddy, a guy who’s been bullied because of his weight. Time spent with these
new friends unlocks something within Jack, and with their help and the support of his family and his old friends, Jack
discovers sometimes it’s more than just the love of the game that keeps us moving forward—and he might just be able to
find his way back to The Only Game, after all.
Possessing encyclopedia-like intelligence, unusual zookeeper's son Pi Patel sets sail for America, but when the ship
sinks, he escapes on a life boat and is lost at sea with a dwindling number of animals until only he and a hungry Bengal
tiger remain. 40,000 first printing.
Unlock the more straightforward side of Life of Pi with this concise and insightful summary and analysis! This engaging
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summary presents an analysis of Life of Pi by Yann Martel, a powerful novel about the stories we tell ourselves and
others and the nature of belief. It tells the story of Piscine “Pi” Patel, a young Indian man whose family of zookeepers
decides to immigrate to Canada due to the political instability in India. However, their ship is capsized by a storm, causing
the deaths of everyone on board except Pi, who escapes on a lifeboat with a number of animals. Most of the animals
quickly kill and eat each other, except Richard Parker, a Bengal tiger. Pi forms a tentative alliance with Richard Parker,
and together they manage to overcome the many perils of the ocean and make their way back to shore – assuming, that
is, that Pi’s account of his adventures is truthful. Life of Pi is the best-known novel by the Canadian author Yann Martel,
and won the 2002 Man Booker Prize. It was also adapted into an Oscar-winning film by the director Ang Lee in 2010.
Find out everything you need to know about Life of Pi in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and informative reading
guide brings you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols • Questions for further
reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format, our publications are designed to
accompany you on your reading journey. The clear and concise style makes for easy understanding, providing the
perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature in a whole new light with
BrightSummaries.com!
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